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This pamphlet contains essential information and directions
concerning the course. Students are expected at the beginning
of the course to make themselves thoroughly familiar with all
items in the manual— preceding the calendar— and will be
responsible for the observance of all directions and regulations
there given.
Assignments in the Calendar will apply as printed except
when altered by the instructor. When no assignment is given
in class, the printed assignment will apply.
Purpose of the Course
The course aims to assist the student to read with under-
standing, organize the materials of composition, and write in a
simple, clear, and effective style; to correct defects in grammar,
spelling, and other elements of expression in need of such cor-
rection; to improve the language habits for all practical
purposes; and to show generally the possibilities of greater
effectiveness in written and spoken English.
The course includes a series of preliminary exercises, the
study of rhetoric, practice in the writing of English, the study
of models of English prose composition, and the reading and
discussion of literature.
Text Books
Manual and Calendar of Rhetoric 1-2.
College Composition (Grose).
College Readings in English Prose (1926 Revision) (Scott and
Zeitlin).
Handbook of Composition (Woolley, revised by Scott, 1926).
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary.
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Directions for Preparing Manuscript
Useful suggestions on the preparation of manuscript will be
found in the Handbook. The directions given in this Manual and
Calendar must be followed precisely.
Write on theme paper, one side only, with ink or typewriter,
and get clearly legible results. If themes are typed, unruled
white paper, sy2 x 11, of medium weight should be used, and
lines should be double-spaced. Thin or flimsy paper will not be
accepted. In all details, handwriting, spelling, punctuation, use
of capitals, indentions, each manuscript will be accepted and
graded as the best of which the writer is capable. Manuscript
that is slovenly or carelessly prepared will not be accepted.
Write the title of each theme at the top of the first page,
beginning on the first ruled line, and capitalize the first letter
of each important word. Leave a space equivalent to one blank
line between the title and the beginning of the theme.
Leave a margin of about one and a half inches at the left
side of each page. Do not crowd the right of the page.
Indent the first line of each paragraph about an inch.
Number the pages of every theme over two pages in length
and write your name or initials in an upper corner of each page.
Draw a horizontal line through words to be disregarded by
the reader; do not enclose them in brackets or parentheses.
Fold themes once, lengthwise, and endorse them on the back
of the last page near the top.
Each endorsement must give, in the following order:
1. Name of course and number of section (Rhetoric 1 A 1,
for instance); 2. Name of student; 3. Date on which theme
is due; 4. Theme number.
Use and Acknowledgement of Sources
Sentences or larger units of discourse literally repeated
from another writer or from one's own previous composition
must be enclosed in quotation marks and the source cited. When
material is borrowed and put in other words, the borrower
should make incidental reference to the source, either (a) by
means of a phrase in the text or (b) by use of a footnote. Col-
laboration in the writing of themes is not approved. Failure
to follow these instructions in this course will lead to plagiar-
ism, and may be construed as evidence of deliberate dishonesty.
Late Themes Will Not Be Accepted
Themes not handed in at the appointed time (the beginning
of the class session) will not be accepted by the instructor
except by special .arrangement made in advance, or in case of
illness for which an excuse from the Dean of Men or Dean of
Women is presented. Such themes must bear a statement of the
reason for delay. All other late themes must be handed to the
director of the course, 324 University Hall, with a written
explanation of the delay. Delayed themes may not be made up
at the rate of more than two a week, and no delayed themes will
be accepted toithin the last two weeks prior to examinations.
No one who is delinquent to the extent of one-fourth of the
written work of a semester will be given credit in the course.
Themes Must Be Returned For Credit
Themes Avill ordinarily be returned to the writers, with
criticisms and directions for revising or rewriting, at the first
meeting of the class after they are handed in. They are then to
be revised or rewritten and returned to the instructor. If a
theme is not marked "Rewrite," observe all criticisms and cor-
rections, make suggested revisions, mark the theme "Revised" in
red ink just below the grade or criticism on the back, and
return it to the instructor. All corrections and revisions should
be made neatly with red ink. Do not rewrite a theme unless
directed to do so. When a theme is rewritten, the new copy
should be endorsed like the original as to number and date,
marked in red ink "Rewritten" just below the endorsement, and
both the original and the rewritten copies, folded separately,
returned to the instructor.
Short themes should be returned at the next meeting of the
class after they are received by the student; others must be
returned without unnecessary delay.
CREDIT IS NOT GIVEN FOR THEMES UNTIL THEY
ARE RETURNED IN REVISED OR REWRITTEN FORM FOR
FILING.
Themes are kept on file in the theme room until the close
of the year, during which time they may be consulted on applica-
tion to the instructor or the theme clerk.
Conferences
Two or more conferences will be held with each student in
each semester. Students are urged to seek additional or special
conferences with their instructors whenever in need of advice.
Conference appointments are a regular part of the course;
absence from them is regarded as serious delinquency.
Outlines
,
All outlines called for in the Calendar are to be analytic
sentence outlines; topical outlines are not acceptable.
Final Disposal of Themes
Themes will be destroyed at the close of the college year.
Students should make copies of themes they wish to preserve.
Symbols Used in Correcting Themes
amb
ant
c
cap
cf
cl
confer
est
d
8
e
f
fig
gl
gr
h
id
ill
imp
k
lc
Ambiguous MS
Antecedent n
Coherence faulty p
Use a capital letter pv
Compare rep
Lacking in clearness red
Take the theme to your ref
instructor for con- rw
ference s
Construction faulty sp
Diction faulty t
Omit tr
Lacking in emphasis trans
Mechanical form bad u
Faulty use of figure v
See glossary in Hand- w
book A
Grammar faulty ff
Hackneyed No fl
Idiom
Give an illustration or X
example ?
Impropriety
Awkward construction
clumsy style o
Use a small letter
Manuscript
Wrong number
Punctuation faulty
Point of view faulty
Repetition
Redundant
Faulty reference
Rewrite
Bad sentence
Misspelled
Tense
Rearrange, transpose
Transition
Lacking in unity
Vague
Wordy
Something omitted
Make new paragraph
Make no new para-
graph
Obvious fault
Who, what, why? Are
you sure of your
facts or inferences?
Unite
Value of Grades
Theme grades range from A to E. A grade of A is given
only for themes of exceptional merit, both in content and form.
A grade of E means work too inferior for credit. D indicates
the lowest quality of work for which credit is given. Plus and
minus signs attached to grades are merely gestures; they signify
nothing in the record. Students should ask their instructors
to explain grades and comments not clearly understood.
1. As nearly as possible themes are graded in accordance
with a fixed standard. A theme handed in in October should
receive the same grade as if handed in in January- Therefore a
steady, though slow, rise in grades on successive themes indi-
cates improvement.
2. At any time in the first semester a short theme may
be given a grade in accordance with the traits or faults here
mentioned.
E: if it contains any one of the following items:
3 or more misspelled words
2 sentences with violent changes of construction (Hand-
book 25, 26, 94, 95, 97)
2 unclear sentences (Handbook 55-60
)
2 straggling sentences (Handbook 75-76)
1 comma fault (Handbook 230)
1 incomplete sentence (Handbook 24)
2 grammatical errors (Handbook 29-31)
a noticeable number of improprieties and barbarisms
a marked lack of unity
a marked lack of coherence
D: if it is merely free from the errors under E
C : if it is mechanically accurate and offers some variety of
sentence structure
C to A: if it is mechanically accurate, sound or excellent in
substance, good in structure, and apt in expression.
Excellence of any kind—freshness of treatment, interest,
originality, and thought—will be given due recognition, but it
must, in this course, be accompanied by accuracy and soundness
in detail of structure. The instructor is quite as anxious to read
interesting or brilliant themes as the student is to write them.
3. In the second semester a theme may be given E for a
smaller number of errors than in the first semester.
Credit and Failures
No one may receive credit in the course who is seriously
deficient in written work, classwork, quizzes and examinations,
or reading, or who has become delinquent to the extent of one-
fourth of the written work. Any student who fails to pass the
spelling test, based on Handbook 162, with a grade of at least 90
per cent will be reported to the Committee on Students' English
at the end of the year.
A passing grade is given only to students who consistently
show ability to write acceptably correct English. A student may
receive passing grades on themes throughout much of the
semester and still fail the course if at the close of the semester
he does not show beyond question, especially in impromptu
work, ability to write creditably. At the same time a student
may receive failing grades throughout much of the semester, but
by consistent improvement, faithfulness, and finally by giving
evidence of ability at the close of the semester, still earn a
passing grade. Neither ability nor pertinacity is alone sufficient
to gain credit, but each receives due weight in the final
accounting.
A failure in the course may be made uj) only by repeating
the course, unless it is due to failure in quizzes and exami-
nations. In such case, and no other, a special examination
may be given.
Special examinations will not be given to make uji failure
to write passable themes or to hand in the required number
of themes.
COMMITTEE ON STUDENTS' ENGLISH
The quality of written and spoken English required for a
passing grade in this course is the minimum essential to satis-
factory work in other courses throughout the University curricu-
lum. A student may be reported by any instructor at any time
for unsatisfactory use of English in any course. A student so
reported may be placed in the care of the Secretary of the
Committee on Students' English, and by him required to pursue
further work in English, in or out of courses, to remove de-
ficiencies. No credit is given for such work, but its successful
completion is a prerequisite to graduation.
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CALENDAR
References to Grose and to SZ (Scott and Zeitlin) are pages.
Dates are for classes meeting M W F. Assignments apply to the
day following for classes meeting T T S.
FIRST SEMESTER
Sept. 22 (Wed.)—Preliminary Exercises.
Sept. 24 (Fri.)—Preliminary Exercises.
Sept. 27 (Mon.)—Preliminary Exercises. Assign work for
Sept. 29.
The Whole Composition and the Paragraph
Sept. 29 (Wed.)—"Corporations and the Nation," Grose 604-607.
A tentative outline will be worked out in class.
Oct. 1 (Fri.)—Theme 1: Sentence outline of "Corporations
and the Nation." Grose 1-18.
Oct. 4 (Mon.)—Grose 18-52. Discussion of theme 1.
Oct. 6 (Wed.)—"Self-Cultivation in English," SZ. A tentative
outline will be worked out in class.
Oct. 8. (Fri.)—Theme 2: Outline of "Self-Cultivation in
English."
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Oct. 11 (Mon.)—Grose 52-68; 93-102.
Oct. 13 (Wed.)—Theme 3: Outline of "The Structure of the
League of Nations," SZ.
Oct. 15 (Fri.)—"Breeding Brown Pelicans" and "The Forma-
tion of Vowels," SZ: determine their theses and main
divisions.
Oct. 18 (Mon.)—Theme 4: Original outline of theme 5, a 300
word exposition of a mechanism or process.
Oct. 20 (Wed.)—"Making Camp," SZ. Study the means of
developing an outline into an interesting theme.
Oct. 22 (Fri.)—Theme 5: Development of theme 4.
Oct. 25 (Mon.)—"The Social Value of the College Bred" and
"The Aim of a University Education," SZ.
Oct. 27 (Wed.)—Theme 6: On some phase of education.
Oct. 29 (Fri.)—"Defense of the House of Lords," SZ. Analyze
for structure.
Nov. 1 (Mon.)—"The Independence of the World Court," SZ,
357. Study organization and structure.
Nov. 3 (Wed.)—"The World Court Not Independent," SZ, 373.
Organization.
Nov. 5 (Fri.)—Theme 7: Impromptu. Previous assignment
continued.
Nov. S (Mon.)—"English and American Sportsmanship," SZ.
12
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14
Nov. 10 (Wed.)—Theme S: On government, international af-
fairs, or some other subject suggested by the reading.
Nov. 12 (Fri.)—"Lincoln as More than an American," SZ.
Nov. 15 (Mon.)—"On Being the Right Size," SZ, 77.
Nov. 17 (Wed.)—Theme 9.
Nov. 19 (Fri.)—Grose 68-90. Subdivisions of the composition.
Nov. 22 (Mon.)—Theme 10. Developing the topic sentence.
Nov. 21 (Wed.)—Written exercises: Grose 90-93.
Nov. 26 (Fri.)—Grose 111-120; SZ, first four definitions.
Nov. 29 (Mon.)—Theme 11: Definition of a familiar term.
The Sentence
Dec. 1 (Wed.)—Grose 358-370.
Dec. 3 (Fri.)—Study of Sentence structure in "English and
American Sportsmanship," SZ.
Dec. 6 (Mon.)—Theme 12.
Dec. S (Wed.)—Grose 370-3S4.
Dec. 10 (Fri.)—Grose 384-398.
Dec. 13 (Mon.)—Theme 13 (impromptu). Written exercises:
Grose 398-400.
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Dec. 15 (Wed.)—Study of sentence structure in "The Aim of a
University Education," SZ.
Dec. 17 (Fri.)—Theme 14.
Dec. 20 (Mon.)—Grose 401-415.
Dec. 22 (Wed.)—Written exercises, Grose 415-418.
Jan. 3 (Mon.)—Written exercises, Grose 415-418.
Jan. 5 (Wed.)—Theme 15 (impromptu). Study of sentence
structure in "On Being the Right Size," SZ, 77.
The Word
Jan. 7 (Fri.)—Grose 419-435.
Jan. 10 (Mon.)—Theme 16. Grose 435-444.
Jan. 12 (Wed.)—Grose 444-460.
Jan. 14 (Fri.)—Theme 17.
Jan. 17 (Mon.)—Grose 461-477.
Jan. 19 (Wed.)—Theme 18. Grose 477-487.
Jan. 21 (Fri.)—Study of diction in "Self-Cultivation in
English," SZ.
Jan. 24 (Mon.)—Review.
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SECOND SEMESTER
Problems in Exposition
Feb. 9 (Wed.)—Russell, "What shall we Educate for?" SZ.
Thesis and preliminary discussion for outline in class.
Students are expected to have read the article before the
class period.
Feb. 11 (Fri.)—Theme 1: Outline of "What shall we Educate
for?" Class discussion from outlines of details of organi-
zation and paragraphing.
Feb. 14 (Mon.)—Grose 105-111; 121-127. Hand in subject and
thesis for theme 5 (see assignment for Mar. 7) on a sub-
ject of campus interest or one from outside reading. Con-
tinued discussion of "What shall we Educate for?"
Feb. 16 (Wed.)—Compare "What shall we Educate for?" with
Newman's "Aim of a University Education" and James'
"Social Value of the College Bred," SZ, with reference to
present problems.
Feb. 18 (Fri.)—Grose 147-163. Discussion of subjects and
theses for theme 5.
Feb. 21 (Mon.)—Lippmann, "Why should the Majority rule?"
SZ. Discuss thesis and organization.
Feb. 23 (Wed.)—Theme 2: Thesis (revised) and outline of
theme 5. Compare "What shall we Educate for?" with
"Why should the Majority rule?" in structure and ideas.
Feb. 25 (Fri.)—Bryce, "The Future of Democracy." Discussion
of thesis and organization.
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Feb. 28 (Mon.)—Theme 3: 500 word paper on subject sug-
gested by reading. Outlines (theme 2) returned for cor-
rection. Continued discussion of "The Future of De-
mocracy."
Mar. 2 (Wed.)—Theme 4: Outline of "The Future of De-
mocracy."
Mar. 4 (Fri.)—"The Value of Greece to the Future of the
World," SZ, 182. Compare subject matter and method of
treatment with Russell and Bryce.
Mar. 7 (Mon.)—Theme 5 (1200 words). Class discussion of
note taking, biblographies, card catalogues, guides, etc.
Mar. 9 (Wed.)—Dunning, "Liberty and Equality in Interna-
tional Politics," SZ. Thesis and organization of ideas.
Mar. 11 (Fri.)—Previous assignment continued.
Mar. 14 (Mon.)—Theme 6: 300-500 word paper involving use
of references.
Mar. 16 (Wed.)—Grose 166-171. Hand in subject and thesis for
theme 9. (See assignment for March 30).
Mar. IS (Fri.)—"Men, Machinery, and Alcoholic Drink," SZ.
Grose 180-182: Main issues.
Mar. 21 (Mon.)—Theme 7: Thesis and outline for theme 9.
Mar. 23 (Wed.)—"What's Wrong with the 18th Amendment,
SZ. Grose 193-194; 199-212: Evidence.
Mar. 25 (Fri.)—Theme 8 (impromptu)
20
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Mar. 2S (Mon.)—Discussion of assignments of March 18 and
23, and of problems connected with theme 9.
Mar. 30 (Wed.)—Theme 9 (1000-1200 words).
Reviews, Criticisms, and Informal Essays
Apr. 1 (Fri.)—Sherman, "Mark Twain," SZ.
Apr. 4 (Mon.)—"Herbert Quick's 'The Invisible Woman,'" and
Glen Mullin, "Rockwell Kent's 'Voyaging,' " SZ.
Apr. 6 (Wed.)—Theme 10: Review or criticism of a book.
Apr. 8 (Fri.)—Hazlitt, "On the Feeling of Immortality in
Youth," SZ. What are informal essays?
Apr. 11 (Mon.)—Theme 11 (impromptu). Lamb, "Poor Rela-
tions" and Stevenson, "Apology for Idlers," SZ.
Apr. 13 (Wed.)—Beerbohm, "The Decline of the Graces";
Thompson, "The Way of Imperfection"; West, "Travelling
in America"; Crothers, "The Laboratory Method in Mor-
als," SZ, 204-234.
Apr. 20 (Wed.)—Theme 12: 500 word essay.
Description, and Narration
Apr. 22 (Fri.)—Grose 230-256. SZ, "The Plowing."
Apr. 25 (Mon.)—Theme 13: Sense appeal. Grose 257-263.
Apr. 27 (Wed.)—Grose 263-280; 629-633.
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Apr. 29 (Fri.)-—Theme 14: Dominant tone. Grose 633-639 ; SZ,
"Sunrise at the Port of Spain," etc.
May 2 (Mon.)—Theme 15: Character exhibited through action
or dialogue. Grose 639-640; SZ (short descriptions of
persons).
May 4 (Wed.)—Grose 281-304.
May 6 (Wed.)—Grose 640-665. Hand in brief synopsis or plan
of theme 17.
May 9 (Mon.)—Grose 315-336.
May 11 (Wed.)—"Jeanne D'Arc" and "Going into Business," SZ.
May 13 (Fri.)—Theme 16: Personal reminiscence or incident.
May 16 (Mon.)—Grose 365-375. Select narratives (informational
or fictitious) from SZ.
May 18 (Wed.)—Grose 336-357.
May 20 (Fri.)—Discussion of narratives previously assigned.
May 23 (Mon.)—Theme 17: Narrative (biography, story, etc., as
assigned by instructor), 1500-1800 words.
May 25 (Wed.)—Review.
24
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READING LIST
•f
BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY. AND LETTERS
Adams, Henry, The Education of Henry Adams
Antin, Mary, The Promised Land.
Aurelius, Marcus, Meditations
Austen, Jane, Letters.
Barrie, Sir James, Margaret Ogelby.
Barrington, E., Glorious Apollo.
Boswell, James, Life of Samuel Jolinson.
Bradford, Gamaliel, Confederate Portraits.
Bradford, Gamaliel, Union Portraits.
Bradford, Gamaliel, Portraits of Women.
Bryce, James, Viscount, Studies in Contemporary Biography.
Burke, Thomas, Wind and the Rain (Semi-fiction).
Carlyle, Thomas, Letters.
Carlyle, Thomas, Life of Sterling.
Charnwood, Lord, Abraham Lincoln.
Charnwood, Lord, Theodore Roosevelt.
Chesterfield, Philip D. S., Letters.
Chesterton, G. K., Life of Dickens.
Conrad, Joseph, A Personal Record.
Damrosch, Walter, My Musical Life
Davis, James J., The Iron Puddler.
Garland, Hamlin, Son of the Middle Border.
Gissing, George, The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von, Life of Goethe, by George Henry
Lewes.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von, Wilhelm Meister.
Grenfell, Wilfred, A Labrador Doctor.
Hearn, Lafcadio, Japanese Letters.
Hildrebrand, Arthur S., Magellan.
Hudson, W. H., Far Away and Long Ago.
Jefferson, Joseph, Autobiography.
Johnston, Harry, Story of My Life.
Keller, Helen, Story of My Life.
Lagerlof, Selma, Marbacka.
Lamb, Charles, Letters.
Lee, Sidney, Life of Shakespeare.
Lockhart, J. G., Life of Scott.
Maurois, Andre, Ariel.
McDonald, James R., Margaret Ethel McDonald.
McMaster, J. B., Stephen Girard, Life and Times of
Montague, Lady Mary, Letters.
Morley, John, Viscount, Life of Gladstone.
Osbourne, Lloyd, An Intimate Portrait of Robert Loius
Stevenson.
Paine, Albert B., Life of Mark Twain.
Page, W. H., Life and Letters.
Pepys, Samuel, Diary.
Pliny The Younger, Letters.
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4Plutarch, Lives.
Pupin, Michael, From Immigrant to Inventor.
Riis, Jacob, Making of an American.
Roosevelt, Theodore. Autobiography.
Roosevelt, Theodore, Letters to his Children.
Saint Augustine. Confessions.
Saint Francis of Assisi, The Little Flowers of Saint Francis.
Sandberg, Carl. Abraham Lincoln.
Scudder, J., Modelling My Life.
Shaw, Anna Howard, The Story of a Pioneer.
Skinner, Otis, Footlights and Spotlights.
Sothern. E. H., The Melancholy Tale of Me.
Stevenson. R. L., Letters.
Strachey, L.. Queen Victoria.
Twain, Mark. Autobiography.
Washington, B. T., Up from Slavery.
White. William A., Woodrow Wilson.
Lincoln, Abraham, Speeches and Select Letters.
ESSAYS AND CRITICISM
Arnold, M., Essays in Criticism (both series).
Arnold, M., Culture and Anarchy.
Beerbohm, Max, Yet Again.
Beerbohm, Max. And Even Now.
Beerbohm, Max, More.
Belloc, H.. On Everything.
Belloc, H., On Nothing.
Belloc, H., This and That and The Other.
Benchley, Robert, Love Conquers All.
Benchley. Robert, Of All Things.
Bennett, Arnold, How to Form a Literary Taste.
Bennett, Arnold, Things That Have Interested Me.
Benson. A. C, From A College Window.
Benson. A. C, Along the Road.
Benson, A. C, Altar Fires.
Birrell, Augustine, Obiter Dicta : Second Series.
Burroughs, John, Under the Maples.
Burroughs, John, Ways of Nature.
Burke, Edmund, Reflections on the Revolution in France.
Burke, Thomas, Out and About London.
Burke, Thomas, Nights in London.
Brooks, Charles S., Like Summer's Cloud.
Brooks. Charles S., Chimney Pot Papers.
Canby, H. S., Definitions.
Canby, H. S., College Sons and College Fathers.
Carlyle, T., Heroes and Hero Worship.
Carlyle, T., Sartor Resartus.
A Century of Essays (Everyman's Library).
Chesterton, G. K., Varied Types.
Chesterton, G. K., Tremendous Trifles.
Crothers. S. M., The Cheerful Giver.
Crothers, S. M., The Gentle Reader.
Crothers, S. M., The Pardoner's Wallet.
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Curtis, George William, Prue and I.
De Quincey, Thomas, The English Mail Coach (In Essays).
/ #" De Quincey, Thomas, The Confessions of an English Opium
Eater.
Dickinson, G. Lowes, The Greek View of Life.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, Representative Men.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, Essays: First and Second Series.
Frazier, J. G., The Golden Bough.
Galsworthy, J., The Inn of Tranquility.
Galsworthy, J., The Tatterdemalion.
Gerould, Katherine, Modes and Morals.
Grahame, K., Pagan Papers.
Grayson, David (Ray S. Baker), Adventures in Contentment.
Grayson, David (Ray S. Baker), The Friendly Road.
Holliday, Robert C, Turns About Town.
Holliday, Robert C, Walking-Stick Papers.
Hazlitt, W., Essays.
Herford, Oliver, Neither Here nor There.
Herford, Oliver, This Giddy Globe.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.
Hunt, Leigh, Essays.
Husband, Joseph, America at Work.
Irving, W., The Sketch Book.
Irving, W., Bracebridge Hall.
Landor, Walter Savage, Imaginary Conversations.
Lamb, C, Essays of Elia.
Leacock, Stephens, Literary Lapses.
Lynd, Robert, Solomon in All His Glory.
Lucas, E. V., Giving and Receiving.
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, Essays.
Marquis, Don, Prefuses.
Marquis, Don, The Revolt of the Oyster.
McFee, William, Swallowing the Anchor.
McFee, William, An Ocean Tramp.
Milne, A. A., If I May.
Milne, A. A., Not That It Matters.
Morley, Christopher, Modern Essays.
Morley, Christopher, Pipefuls.
Morley, Christopher, Plum Pudding.
Newton, E. A., Amenities of Book Collecting.
Newton, E. A., A Magnificant Farce.
Nicholson, Meredith, Man in the Street.
Pater, Walter, Renaissance.
Perry, Bliss, In Praise of Folly.
Repplier, Agnes, Compromises.
Repplier, Agnes, Points of Friction.
Repplier, Agnes, Points of View.
Ruskin, John, Modern Painters.
Ruskin, John, Sesame and Lilies.
Santayana, George, Poetry and Religion.
Schauffler, Robert Hanen, The Joyful Heart.
Sharp, Dallas L., Roof and Meadow.
Shaw, G. B., Dramatic Opinions and Essays.
Stevenson, R. L., Familiar Studies of Men and Books.
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Stevenson, R. L., Memories and Portraits.
Stevenson, R. L., Virginibus and Puerisque.
Smith, Logan Pearsall, Trivia.
Smith, Logan Pearsall, More Trivia.
Strunsky, Simeon, The Patient Observer.
Strunsky, Simeon, Post-Impressions.
Strunsky, Simeon, Sinbad and His Friends.
Sherman, Stuart, Americans.
Sherman, Stuart, My Dear Cornelia.
Sherman, Stuart, On Contemporary Literature.
Sherman, Stuart, Points of View.
Tanner, W. M., Essays and Essay Writing.
Thackeray, W. M., Book of Snobs.
Thackeray, W. M., English Humorists.
Thoreau, Henry David, Walden.
Tomlinson, H. M., London River, 1921.
Tomlinson, H. M., Old Junk, 1920.
Van Dyke, Henry, Campanionable Books, 1923.
Van Dyke, Henry. Days Off, 1907.
Van Dyke, Henry Essays in Application, 1905.
Van Dyke, Henry. Little Rivers, 1895.
Wells, H. G., First and Last.
TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
Beebe, Wm., Edge of the Jungle.
Beebe, Wm., Jungle Days.
Beebe, Wm., Jungle Peace.
Beebe, Wm., Gallapagos: World's End.
Borrow, G., Lavengro.
Borrow, G., The Romany Rye.
Borrow, G., The Bible in Spain.
Bruce, Charles G., Assault on Mount Everest, 1923.
Conrad, J., The Mirror of the Sea.
Cyrax, Tony, Among Italian Peasants.
Douglas, Norman, Alone.
Grenfel, Sir Wilfred, Adrift on an Ice-pan.
Hearn, L., Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan.
Hildebrand, Arthur S., Blue Water.
Howells, W. D., London Films.
Howells, W. D., Roman Holidays.
Irving. W., The Alhambra.
James, H., A Little Tour in France.
James, H., Portraits of Places.
Kent, Rockwell, Voyaging Southward from the Strait of
Magellan.
Lucas, E. V., Any Travel Book.
Mark Twain, Innocents Abroad.
Mark Twain, Life on the Mississippi.
Muherji, Dhan Gopal, Caste and Outcast.
Muherji, Dhan Gopal, My Brother's Face.
Norton, E. F. & Others, the Fight for Everest.
O'Brien, Frederick, (any one).
Parkman, F., The Oregon Trail.
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Riesenberg, Felix, Under Sail.
Roosevelt, Theodore, African Game Trails.
Stevenson, R. L., Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey.
Stevenson, R. L., Memoirs of Vailima.
Stuck, Hudson, Ten Thousand Miles with a Dog Sled.
Symons, Arthur, Cities.
COLLECTIONS OF SHORT STORIES
The Arabian Nights Entertainment.
Barrie, Sir James M., Auld Licht Idyls.
Barrie, Sir James M., A Window in Thrums.
Conrad, Joseph, The End of the Tether.
Conrad, Joseph, Tales of Unrest.
Conrad, Joseph, Youth.
De Maupassant, G., The Odd Number (English Translation).
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan, Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan, Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.
Galsworthy. John, Caravan.
Grahame. Kenneth, The Golden Age.
Hardy Thomas, Life's Little Ironies.
Hardy. Thomas. Wessex Tales.
Harris, J. C, Nights with Uncle Remus.
Harte, Bret, Luck of Roaring Camp and Other Stories.
Hearn, Lafcadio, Creole Sketches.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, Mosses from an Old Manse.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, Grandfather's Chair.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, Twice Told Tales.
Hewlett, Maurice. Little Novels of Italy.
Kipling. Rudyard, The Jungle Books.
Kipling, Rudyard. Just So Stories.
Kipling, Rudyard, Plain Tales from the Hills.
Kipling, Rudyard, Soldiers Three.
O. Henry, The Four Million.
O. Henry, Strictly Business.
0. Henry, Roads of Destiny.
Page, Thomas Nelson, Old Virginny.
Poe, Edgar Allen, Tales.
Stevenson, R. L., New Arabian Nights.
Tchekoff, Anton, Stories of Russian Life.
Wells, H. G.. The Country of the Blind.
Wilkins, M. E., A New England Nun.
FICTION
Austen, Jane. Emma.
Austen, Jane, Pride and Prejudice.
Balzac, Honore de, Old Goriot.
Balzac, Honore de, Eugenie Grandet.
Balzac, Honore de. The Wild Ass's Skin.
Bennett, Arnold, Buried Alive.
Bennett, Arnold, Clayhanger.
Bennett, Arnold, Denry the Audacious.
Bennett, Arnold, The Old Wives' Tale.
Bennett, Arnold, Riceyman Steps.
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Blackmore, R. D., Lorua Doone.
Bojer, Johann, The Great Hunger.
Boyd, James, Drums.
Bronte, Emily Jane, Wuthering Heights.
Bronte, Charlotte, Jane Eyre.
Bunyan, John, Pilgrim's Progress.
Butler, Samuel, The Way of All Flesh.
Byrne, Don, Messer Marco Polo.
Carroll, Lewis, Through the Looking Glass.
Carroll, Lewis, Alice in Wonderland.
Cather, Willa, One of Ours.
Cather, Willa, The Lost Lady.
Cather, Willa, My Antonia.
Cather, v» ilia, The Professor's House.
Cervantes, Miguel De, Don Quixote.
Chesterton, G. K., The Man Who Was Thursday.
Conrad, Joseph, Lord Jim.
Conrad, Joseph, The Nigger of the Narcissus.
Conrad, Joseph, Nostromo.
Conrad, Joseph, The Rescue.
Conrad, Joseph, Romance.
Conrad, Joseph, Typhoon.
Conrad, Joseph, Victory.
Cooper, James Fenimore, The Pilot.
Dana, Richard Henry, Jr., Two Years Before the Mast.
Daudet, Alphonse, Tartarin of Tarascon.
Defoe, Daniel, Robinson Crusoe, Part 1.
De Morgan, William, Alice for Short.
De Morgan, William, Joseph Vance.
Dickens, Charles, Bleak House.
Dickens, Charles, David Copperfield.
Dickens, Charles, Nicholas Nickleby.
Dickens, Charles, Old Curiosity Shop.
Dickens, Charles, Oliver Twist.
Dickens, Charles, Pickwick Papers.
Dickens, Charles, Tale of Two Cities.
Dostoievsky, Feodore, Crime and Punishment.
Dostoievsky, Feodore, The Brothers Karamazov.
Dumas, Alexander, The Count of Monte Cristo.
Dumas, Alexander, The Three Musketeers.
Eliot, George, Adam Bede.
Eliot, George, Middlemarch.
Eliot, George, The Mill on the Floss.
Eliot, George, Romola.
Fielding, Henry, Joseph Andrews.
Fielding, Henry, Tom Jones.
France, Anatole, At the Sign of the Reine Pedaque.
France, Anatole, The Crime of Sylvester Bonnard.
France, Anatole, Penguin Island.
Galsworthy, John, The Patrician.
Galsworthy, John, The Man of Property.
Galsworthy, John, The Country House.
Galsworthy, John, The Forsyte Saga.
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VGalsworthy, John, The "White Monkey.
Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, Cranford.
Gissing, George, New Grub Street.
Glasgow, Ellen, Barren Ground.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von, Wilhelm Meister.
Goldsmith, Oliver, The Vicar of Wakefield.
Gorki, Maxim, The Spy.
Hamsun, Knut, The Growth of the Soil.
Hardy, Thomas, Tess of the D'Urbervilles.
Hardy, Thomas, A Pair of Blue Eyes.
Hardy, Thomas, Far from the Madding Crowd.
Hardy, Thomas, The Mayor of Casterbridge.
Hardy, Thomas, The Return of the Native.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The House of the Seven Gables.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The Marble Faun.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The Scarlet Letter.
Hemon, Louis, Maria Chapdelaine.
Hergesheimer, Joseph, Java Head.
Howells, W. D., A Modern Instance.
Howells, W. D., The Rise of Silas Lapham.
Hugo, Victor, Notre Dame de Paris.
Hugo, Victor, Les Miserables.
James, Henry, Daisy Miller.
James, Henry, The Ambassadors.
James, Henry, The Europeans.
James, Henry, The Portrait of a Lady.
James, Henry, The Spoils of Paynton.
Hudson, William Henry, Green Mansions.
Hughes, Thomas, Tom Brown's School Days.
Kipling, Rudyard, Kim.
Kipling Rudyard, The Light That Failed.
Kipling, Rudyard, Puck of Pook's Hill.
Kingsley, Charles, Hypatia.
Kingsley, Charles, Westward Ho!
Lagerlof, Selma, The Story of Gosta Berling.
Lewis, Sinclair, Arrowsmith.
Lewis, Sinclair, Babbitt.
Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street.
Loti, Pierre, An Iceland Fisherman.
Lytton, Bulwer, The Last Days of Pompeii.
Machiavelli, Niccolo di Bernardo, The Prince.
Malory. Sir Thomas, Morte d' Arthur.
Mark Twain, Huckleberry Finn.
Mark Twain, Tom Sawyer.
Masefield, John, Sard Harker.
McFee, Wm., Command.
Meredith .George, Diana of the Crossways.
Meredith, George, Evan Harrington.
Meredith, George, The Egoist.
Meredith, George, The Ordeal of Richard Feverel.
Moore, George, Esther Waters.
Moore, George, Heloise and Abelard.
Pater, Walter, Marius the Epicurean.
Peacock, Thomas Love, Maid Marian.
Phillpotts, Eden, Children of the Mist.
Reade, Charles, The Cloister and the Hearth.
Rolland, Romain, Jean Christophe.
Reymont, Ladislaw, The Peasants, 4 vol.
Sand, George, The Devil's Pool.
Scott, Sir Walter, The Abbot.
Scott, Sir Walter, The Antiquary.
Scott, Sir Walter, Guy Mannering.
Scott, Sir Walter, The Heart of Midlothian.
Scott, Sir Walter, Ivanhoe.
Scott, Sir Walter, Kenilworth.
Scott, Sir Walter, Old Mortality.
Scott, Sir Walter, Rob Roy.
Scott, Sir Walter, The Talisman.
Scott, Sir Walter, Waverly.
Sedgwick, Anne, The Little French Girl.
Shaw, George Bernard, The Unsocial Socialist.
Sienkiewicz, Henry, Quo Vadis.
Stevenson, R. L., Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and the Merry Men.
Stevenson, R. L., The Ebb Tide.
Stevenson, R. L., Kidnapped.
Stevenson, R. L., The Master of Ballantrae.
Stevenson, R. L., St. Ives.
Stevenson, R. L., Treasure Island.
Swift, Jonathan, Gulliver's Travels.
Swinnerton, Frank, Nocturne.
Swinnerton, Frank, Young Felix.
Thackeray, W. M., The Newcomes.
Thackeray, W. M., Henry Esmond.
Thackeray, W. M., Pendennis.
Thackeray, W. M., Vanity Fair.
Thackeray, W. M., The Virginians.
Tolstoi, Leo N., Count, Anna Karenina.
Tolstoi, Leo N., Count, The Resurrection.
Tolstoi, Leo N., Count, War and Peace.
Trollope, Anthony, Barchester Towers.
Turgenieff, Ivan, Fathers and Children.
Turgenieff, Ivan, Virgin Soil.
Walpole, Hugh, The Dark Forest.
Walpole. Hugh, Fortitude.
Wells, H. G., Joan and Peter.
Wells, H. G., Mr. Britling Sees it Through.
Wells, H. G., The Research Magnificent.
Wells, H. G., Tono-Bungay.
Wister, Owen, The Virginian.
Wharton, Edith, Age of Innocence.
Wharton, Edith, The House of Mirth.
Young, Francis Brett, Sea Horses.
DRAMA
Aeschylus, Agamemnon.
Aeschylus, Prometheus.
Barker, Granville, The Voysey Inheritance, The Madras House.
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Barrie, Sir J. M., The Admirable Crichton.
Barrie, Sir J. JVL, Quality Street.
Belasco, David, The Return of Peter Grimm.
Becque, Henri, The Vultures.
Bjornsen, Bjornstjerne, Beyond Our Power.
Brieux, Eugene, The Red Robe.
Corneille, Pierre, The Cid.
Corneille, Pierre, Polyeucte.
Curel, Henri, The False Saint.
D'Annunzio, Gabriele, Daughter of Jorio.
Drinkwater, John, Abraham Lincoln.
Drinkwater, John, Mary Stuart.
Lord Dunsany, Glittering Gate.
Lord Dunsany, Gods of the Mountain.
Lord Dunsany, Plays of Gods and Men.
Euripides, Iphigenia at Aulis.
Euripides, Iphigenia in Laurica.
Euripides, Medea.
Galsworthy, John, Justice, Strife.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von, Faust.
Goldsmith, Oliver, She Stoops to Conquer.
Gorki, Maxim, The Submerged.
Lady Gregory, Rising of the Moon.
Hauptmann, Gerhart, Henry of Aue.
Hauptmann, Gerhart, The Sunken Bell.
Hauptmann, Gerhart, The Weavers.
Hervieu. Paul, The Lorch Race.
Hugo, Victor, Hernani.
Ibsen, Henrik, Brand.
Ibsen, Henrik, The Doll's House.
Ibsen, Henrik, Enemy of the People.
Ibsen, Henrik, Ghosts.
Ibsen, Henrik. Hedda Gabler.
Ibsen, Henrik, The Master Builder.
Ibsen, Henrik, The Wild Duck.
Jones, Henry Arthur, Mary Goes First.
Jones, Henry Arthur. Michael and His Lost Angel.
Lessing, Gotthold Ephram, Nathan the Wise.
Maeterlinck, Maurice, The Blue Bird.
Maeterlinck, Maurice, The Interior.
Maeterlinck, Maurice, Pellias and Melisande.
Marlowe, Christopher, Doctor Faustus.
Marlowe, Christopher, The Jew of Malta.
Masefield, John, The Tragedy of Nan.
Moliere, The Learned Ladies.
Moliere, The Miser.
Moliere, The Misanthrope.
Moliere, Tartuffe.
O'Neill, Eugene, Anna Christie.
O'Neill, Eugene, Beyond the Horizon.
O'Neill, Eugene, Emporor Jones.
O'Neill, Eugene, The Hairy Ape.
Pinero, Sir Arthur Wing, The Magistrate.
Pinero, Sir Arthur Wing, The Second Mrs. Tanqueray.
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Pinero, Sir Arthur Wing, The Thunderbolt.
Racine, Jean Baptiste, Andromaque.
Racine, Jean Baptiste, Berenice.
Racine, Jean Baptiste, Phedre.
Rostand, Edmond, Cyrano de Bergerac.
Schiller, Johann Christoph Frederick Von, Maria Stuart.
Schiller, Johann Christoph Frederick Von, Wallenstein.
Schiller, Johann Christoph Frederick Von, William Tell.
Schnitzler, Arthur, Anatol.
Shakespeare, Any Play.
Shaw, George Bernard, Androcles and the Lion.
Shaw, George Bernard, Candida.
Shaw, George Bernard, Ceasar and Cleopatra.
Shaw, George Bernard, Man and Superman.
Shaw, George Bernard, St. Joan.
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, The Rivals.
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, The School for Scandal.
Sophocles, Oedipus the King.
Sophocles, Antigone.
Sophocles, OEdipus at Colonus.
Strindberg, August, The Father.
Sudermann, Hermann, John the Baptist.
Sudermann, Hermann, Magda.
Synge, John Millington, Riders to the Sea.
Synge, John Millington, Playboy of the Western World.
Synge, John Millington, Well of the Saints.
Tchekhoff, Anton, The Cherry Orchard.
Tchekoff, Anton, The Sea Gull.
Tolstoi, Leo N., Power of Darkness.
Wilde, Oscar, The Importance of Being Earnest.
Wilde, Oscar, Lady Windermere's Fan.
Yeats, Wm. Butler, Hour Glass.
POETRY
Bernbaum, Ernest, Anthology—English Poets of the Eighteenth
Century.
The Bible (King James Version).
Browning, Robert, Volume of Poetry.
Burns, Robert, Volume of Poetry.
Byron, Lord, Volume of Poetical Works.
Chaucer, Geoffrey, Canterbury Tales.
< Dunbar, P. L., Collected Poems.
Field, E., Collected Poems.
Frost, R., North of Boston, A Boy's Will.
Fitzgerald, Edward, Translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von, Hermann and Dorothea.
Kipling, Rudyard, Collected Verse.
Homer, Iliad.
Homer, Odyssey.
Horace, Odes.
Keats, John, Volume of Poems.
Lindsay, V., Chinese Nightingale, The Congo.
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Masefield, J., Collected Poems.
Masefield, J., Everlasting Mercy.
Masters, E. L., Spoon River Anthology.
Millay, Edna St. Vincent, Renascence and Other Poems, A Few
Figs from Thistles.
Miller, Joaquin, Poems (ed. by S. P. Sherman).
Milton, John, Paradise Lost.
Noyes, A., Collected Poems.
Sarett, L., Box of God.
Kittredge, G. L., English and Scottish Popular Ballads.
Beowulf ( Translation )
.
Nibelungenlied (translated by A. W. Way).
Page, C. H. American Poets of the Nineteenth Century.
Palgrave's Golden Treasury.
Rittenhouse, Jessie B., Little Book of Modern Verse.
Rittenhouse, Jessie B., The Second Book of Modern Verse.
Service, R. W., Ballad of a Cheecohako.
Song of Roland (translated by A. W. Way).
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, Volume of Poems.
Tennyson, Alfred, Lord, Volume of Poetry.
Untermeyer, Louis, Modern American Poetry.
Untermeyer, Louis, Modern British Poetry.
Volsunga Saga, (Wm. Morris in Camelot Series).
Ward's English Poets (any volume).
Whitman, Walt, Leaves of Grass.
Wordsworth, Wm., Volume of Poems.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bryce, James, Viscount, The American Commonwealth.
Carlyle, Thomas, The French Revolution.
Froissart, Jean, Chronicles of England, France and Spain.
Gibbon, Edward, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
Hall, J. R., Famous Sea Fights.
James, W., Varieties of Religious Experience.
Masefield, John, Gallipoli
Parkman, Francis, Montcalm and Wolfe
Simonds, Frank H., History of the World War.
Wells, H. G., New Worlds for Old
Wells, H. G., Outlines of History.
Wilson, Woodrow, Speeches and Messages
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